Does quality of place have much to do with quality of science? For science, at least, the caliber of the researchers and their resources seems to be most critical. Nonetheless, scientists at the University of Oregon, embarking on the expansion of their facilities, agreed that it was worth asking questions about laboratories famous for excellent work: What were these places like? How were the labs clustered? What size were the lab modules? What made them special places?

Scientists who had worked in other laboratories mentioned a number of features they appreciated, such as the "play room" at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology's Artificial Intelligence Laboratory. Others reported on places that had supported their best work, mentioning views of the Pacific Ocean from the Salk Institute and of the Cascades from the Eugene campus. Excellent laboratories, it turned out, were often cramped and dingy, replete with odors and crammed with specialized equipment. What seemed most to distinguish good laboratories was the vitality of groups working on related questions, not the labs' architectural features. As architects, we listened and visited many laboratories as we developed design concepts for the science complex expansion.

Many of these design concepts evolved from discussions that had occurred before we were hired. Before selecting an architect, the Science Facilities User Committee published a report that diagrammed the complicated connections among the various disciplines, reflecting current and anticipated cross-disciplinary work. Following a campus history of connected science buildings, the report stated that all disciplines should be interconnected and indicated particularly critical links. The clarity of the faculty vision for the sciences on campus helped us immeasurably to get on with making buildings.

One interpretation of this diagram would have been to create a single monstrous building or megastructure. To spur discussion at the interview for the selection of architects, I momentarily placed a single, large building mass on a model of the site to stress the large size of the project. The selection committee's negative response was so apparent that I snatched the large block away. They
The Willamette Hall atrium, looking south into the 15th Avenue forecourt. Photo by Timothy Hunsley.

Working from the Inside Out

With the concept of connectedness established as the overall framework for the expansion, we needed to learn about the particular spaces within this network. Early on, during a workshop with faculty, staff and students, we asked people in each department to develop a colorful diagram showing what would be essential to their department’s new space. We used simple materials, such as cellophane, colored construction paper and pencils, to encourage playfulness and minimize skill differences between architects and non-architects. The informality inherent in these materials allowed people to toy with ideas and explore them freely. We asked people from each department to develop an ideal diagram of its new spaces, with special emphasis on its main social gathering place, a department hearth.

The physics group developed the idea of a central sunlit place that would be surrounded by labs, department headquarters, teaching spaces and its department hearth. Thus, at this early stage of the design process, the physicists’ diagram planted the seed for the final concept for Willamette Hall – an atrium that connects several disciplines, functions and buildings.

The seed was planted our third week on the job — too early, it seemed, to fix on any particular scheme. In the following weeks we explored courtyard schemes and street schemes and nearly舍弃ed the atrium scheme. We eventually revived the atrium, although we had some concern about its cost. The User Committee selected it from several options at a design workshop. Over the months the atrium grew into a place with concrete and steel bridges linking chemistry and physics, biology and physics, chemistry and theoretical sciences, and research laboratories and classrooms. I do not think the scientists suspected how very literally we would take the concept of bridging between disciplines.

In campus building projects, it is typical that the amount of space available for laboratories, offices and teaching space is less than what faculty and staff think they need, and that each square foot of a new building is parcelled out carefully to particular users and activities. Unprogrammed space the size of a four-story atrium with bridges flying through it is a rare commodity. Moreover, an atrium looks extravagant and thus violates the first rule of public projects: They need not be cheap, but must look cheap.

This truism took a turn in the expansion of the science complex. The issue, it turned out, was not whether the atrium looked expensive but whether the University was getting value for its money.

The atrium did cost more, at least enough to house another scientist. It required additional roof structure, fire sprinklers, smoke exhaust fans and walls (including a glass wall on the south facade). But the atrium did not cost as much as it appeared. Most of the walls were already needed to enclose laboratories and classrooms. We calculated that the atrium could do without heating, ventilating and air conditioning. Removing the exhaust fans would cool it on hot, sunny days, and even on cold, cloudy, rainy days some solar heating could be expected. Moreover, the atrium created some savings. Without it, the bridges connecting the departments would need weather enclosures. And, adjacent laboratories and classrooms would benefit from the mild atrium climate (in practice, roughly 80 percent of indoor temperatures), reducing the cost of heating and cooling them.

There is no easy answer as to why the atrium survived the budget balancing process. Certainly, Campus Planner J. David Rowe argued in his quiet but persuasive way that the University was about excellence, both scientific and architectural. Physicist John Moseley, also the University vice president for research, argued that the design manifested the University’s interdisciplinary program. Don Van Houten, Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences, argued that the project benefited the campus as a whole and not just the science community. We argued in favor of the atrium, but feared for it, as a design team always fears for any feature that strictly speaking could be live without.
133. Staircase as a stage

Place the main stair in a key position, central and visible. Treat the whole staircase as a room. Arrange it so that the stair and the room are one, with the stair coming down around one or two walls of the room. Flat out the bottom of the stair with open windows and side steps so that people coming down the stair become part of the action in the room and as people will naturally use the stair for seats.

133S. The social stair

This pattern describes how stairs can be used to provide a place for informal interaction. It calls for generous, visible stairs with views and light to encourage their use and for extra-wide landings and balconies with places to linger, lean, or sit. The aim is to encourage the usual passing conversation to develop into something more serious, which will seldom happen if it is interrupted by the end of an elevator ride.

29. Common areas at the heart

Create a single common area for every social group. Locate it at the center of gravity of all the spaces the group occupies, and in such a way that the paths which go in and out of the building are tangential to it. A successful common area should have a kitchen and eating space (since eating is one of the commonest activities), comfortable seating and an outdoor area.

136. Couple's realm

The presence of children in a family often destroys the closeness and the special privacy which husband and wife need together. Make a special part of the house distinct from the common areas and all the children's rooms, where the man and woman of the house can be together in peace. A view into this place a quick path to the children's rooms, but, at all costs, make it a distinctly separate realm.

129S. Department hearth

This pattern calls for the creation of a social hearth near the center of department activity. It would create a single center for each department, a place to have a seminar or a discussion, to pick up mail, to get a cup of coffee or some supplies. It would include bulletin boards for student and faculty information, offices for the staff and perhaps a small library. All departmental faculty offices should be within 500 feet of this hearth.

136S. Research realm

This pattern describes the domain of a faculty researcher. It includes a private office, the laboratory, individual support spaces and work areas for other members of the research team. These spaces must satisfy the need for intense work within the group and encourage communication with adjacent groups. Visitors to the realm, particularly to the faculty office, must not intrude upon the laboratory work. Connections to corridors, access to shared facilities, natural light and the need for views must be considered in laying out a research realm.
When it came to making hard choices to keep the building within budget, the scientists took a broad view, cutting a number of other items and keeping the atrium. One of the cuts even reduced the width of physics labs from 25 to 24 feet. The atrium’s existence was finally assured only by a construction bid three to four percent below what had been expected.

The Oregon Approach and The Oregon Experiment

The design process was striking for its openness and high level of participation among a diverse group of consultants and University representatives. That the process was collaborative was no accident, given the University’s tradition of collaborative decision-making — I had experienced this first hand, having taught there for several years during the 1970s. I was confident there would be open, critical discussion of anything we presented and that we could comfortably involve both the Campus Planning Committee and the User Committee from the start.

We were working under the University master plan, The Oregon Experiment, which articulates principles to be followed in making and altering places on campus. The principles of organic order, participation and coordination had grown out of the University’s longstanding collaborative tradition and were firmly agreed upon by all. The principle of piecemeal growth, while violated by the large size of the project, was supported by the concept of a complex of smaller buildings. The principle of diagnosis was hard to dispute; many places needed improvement, even on a campus as attractive as Oregon’s.

The principle of using patterns was a different matter. We faced an early test when scientists began reviewing The Pattern Language. Some physicists saw the pattern “Wings of Light” and told us forcefully that the recommended 25-foot maximum building width did not apply to physics labs and was, in fact, foolish. This encounter with a pattern that needed recalculation for the application at hand encouraged their natural skepticism. Did they have to use The Pattern Language?

The design team was committed to The Pattern Language as one of the basic principles of the master plan. However, to the science faculty, an enforced reading of The Pattern Language was unimaginable. We decided literally to cover the walls of our on-site studio with “patterns,” which make creative connections between social issues and physical forms. We made casual and natural reference to them when convenient. We wrote specialized patterns for the science buildings (although we never had much time to codify our patterns). We surrounded plans that we drew with summaries of relevant patterns. In short, we insisted quietly, but firmly, that these were principles about buildings that we found useful to bear in mind as we designed.

Site Repair

Several patterns became part of our everyday vocabulary and had very significant form-giving power. Most powerful was “Site Repair.” The pattern suggests that new buildings should be located in ugly places and not hand some places, and that new construction should be used to repair places that do not work. This makes more sense than seeking the most beautiful spot and filling it with a building.

This pattern became a guiding principle for one of our earliest participatory design exercises. We asked the faculty, students and staff to consider what part of the campus worked well and what part worked least well. Small groups were asked to locate paths, gathering spaces, places of special beauty or interest, and places requiring repair. We then noted these observations on acetate maps. We overlaid the maps using an overhead projector and rapidly identified common patterns and intriguing variations.

Everyone seemed to like the older red brick portion of the campus, mature landscaping and sunny places. No one seemed to like large paved plazas, large parking lots and large expanses of gray concrete. The science quadrant was a favorite with few and clearly possessed many opportunities for site repair. Although much of this was not surprising, the articulate nature of the responses and the virtual unanimity were striking. Not all of our discussions were so nearly unanimous.

The Heart of Darkness

Sometimes the scientists strongly advocated ideas that the design group questioned. One of the ongoing discussions with the cell biologists concerned their preferred plan: a very dense arrangement with labs and faculty offices at the perimeter and more labs and graduate offices at the core. They wanted everyone horizontally contiguous or one enormous level, a scheme that seemed so contrary to “Wings of Light” that we dubbed it “Heart of Darkness.”
We had seen many biology labs built on this model. One of the 1960s buildings at Oregon was a classic example, in plan a very thick rectangle with many interior rooms. The designer of the building had simplified the architectural problem to one of making as many functions adjacent to each other as possible; all else was disciplined to follow. The design group reacted against the rabbit warren of corridors and the windowless spaces.

The cell biologists also wanted virtually the entire department to be on the third floor, so that vital connections could be established with biologists and chemists on the third floors of two nearby buildings. Facilities for storing research animals were assigned to the second floor. The relatively new Computer and Information Sciences Department was recruited to occupy the ground floor.

The computer scientists began to question their role as the base of a densely built "Heart of Darkness" scheme. They had heard rumors that biochemical laboratories dripped and gushed from time to time on anything unlucky enough to occupy space below. Not only that, but these drips and gushes might include chemically and biologically interesting substances.

The intervention of a floor housing research animals was hardly more reassuring. The computer scientists thought of their delicate electronic instruments and the maple bookcases they were planning to bring from home. We did not think the drips and gushes would be frequent, but no one was willing to give an ironclad guarantee that they would never occur.

When our cost studies disclosed it would be less expensive to house the computer scientists in a separate building, the computer scientists could hardly have been more pleased. They were looking for an ivory tower, not the first floor in a "Heart of Darkness" scheme. Each professor taught many hundreds of undergraduates and needed a retreat where serious research could be accomplished. The department very much wanted a building of its own and would have wanted one even if it had not heard instances of biochemical laboratories expanding into adjacent space.

The computer scientists also sought an egalitarian physical arrangement. They thought each faculty member should have an office and a lab with windows and, if possible, views. They regarded the "Heart of Darkness" scheme, with its windowless labs and offices in the core, as a major obstacle to their functioning as a group of peers. If only some labs and offices had windows, how would the department decide who received the better quarters? Would tenure faculty offer the better space to the newest members, because it is so hard to recruit good young faculty? The department chose not to force this choice by providing everyone with windows.

Putting the computer scientists in a separate building resolved one problem, but we still had to address the matter of the first two floors of the cell biology building. No one volunteered to occupy the ground floor and hold up the biology laboratories, so we were forced to rethink. The result was we reduced the size of the second and third levels, split the biochemical laboratories for the cell biologists between them and assigned the animal quarters to the ground floor.
Stressinger Hall’s central stairway connects the second and third levels and is illuminated by natural light from clerestory windows.
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envisioned large skylights or lanterns with many windows to flood the space with daylight and help it work as the social core of the building.

We invited Charles Moore to examine our sketches. Each idea seemed quite good. How could we include as many of them as possible? Charles discovered a way to make a diagonal, somewhat L-shaped stair with a long, straight section, a bench on the landing and the beginnings of a playful set of monitors that were to banish the darkness at the heart of the building. The staircase became a very special place in the complex, an in-between space that defied formal definition and celebrated the importance of the connections among the laboratories.

**Garages and Kitchens**

We also worked with the scientists to design their individual laboratories. As we worked with scientists from different disciplines, we discovered their ideals about laboratory space varied significantly. Early on we concluded that the notion of universal laboratory space was beyond our means; we could not afford to equip every space for every eventuality. However, we began to recognize several different patterns for ideal laboratories.

The physicists, in principle, agreed with author Richard Feynman, who described a good physics laboratory as "a double garage with a lot of electricity." Their way of life included a lot of tinkering, with frequent visits to the local hardware store. A simple loft space suited them.
As we worked with the physicists on the details of their lab, we discovered many ways in which the modern execution of Feynman's concept required substantial technical support. Physics laboratories must accommodate a range of special apparatus from argon lasers, requiring 75 amps of three-cycle 440-volt power, to nuclear magnetic resonance equipment, which can erase your credit card. They must also accommodate hazardous substances like xylene, which will ignite on contact with air.

For the physicists, we made a basic loft space 24 feet by 50 feet and provided it with an overhead cable tray for electrical and communications wiring, standard piped services and heating, ventilating and air conditioning. This allows users reasonable freedom to adjust over time. (When a new program causes a change of laboratory assignments prior to occupancy of the building, six laboratories were reassembled with very minimal change.)

A good biology lab, on the other hand, is more like a good kitchen, idiosyncratically fitted out with a wide variety of machines, lots of counter space and as much storage as possible. In some cases, we worked closely with faculty recruiting committees to custom tailor laboratories for promising new faculty members, such as professors working with barn owls. Yet some generalizations can be made here, also.

We made the basic bench modules quite similar from laboratory to laboratory, while providing for variation in a specialty zone. The bench areas, where the scientists spend much of their time, were placed along the window wall. We placed the specialty zone nearest the large air ducts, cable trays and gas lines to simplify adding and deleting services as needed.

Make Every Day Like Saturday

Early in the process, biologist Aaron Novick, when asked what his ideal laboratory might look like, said he would be happy if we could make a place where “every day would be like Saturday.” Because both scientists and architects complain of being drawn into management and having to return on Saturday to do the “real” work, we recognized this wish.

While I cannot claim that we ever discovered the ultimate architectural manifestation of Novick’s wish, it set a very high goal for us. We tried not only to separate the research laboratories from casual traffic and noise, but to make them places worthy of a Saturday excursion.

Few are drawn on Saturdays to windowless places with eight-foot ceilings covered with rows and columns of four-foot cool-white fluorescent tubes set in two-foot by four-foot grids of acoustic fluff. Windows, views, daylight, high ceilings, natural wood and color are a more likely vocabulary for a solution. Perhaps one should think of the laboratory as one thinks of a family dining place, not only as a machine for the sanitary ingestion of food, but as a pleasurable and social place where people spend significant moments of their lives. It is possible to become overwhelmed by the technical requirements of laboratories that one loses sight of such things as the fragrance of the bushes outside the laboratory door or the pattern of the sunshine on the laboratory floor.
Working from the Outside In

Inevitably a new building has an edge about it that calls attention to it in a negative way, not unlike the new student in a high school class who, not having assimilated the local customs yet, wears a sophisticated outfit when the others are wearing playful, comfortable clothing. Our goal was to make the new building look so comfortable that there would be antithesis between old and new. We sought to make the older buildings look better.

Early in the process we began to develop a common aesthetic vocabulary with faculty and staff by conducting a sort of "Rorschach test" with slides. We selected 80 slides representing a wide variety of historic and contemporary architectural examples. None of the buildings had been designed by any of the architects involved in the science complex, freeing viewers to respond openly without hiding their feelings to save ours. We then asked faculty, staff and ourselves to answer two questions about each slide: Do you like it? Do you like it for the science complex?

None of the aggressively high-tech buildings received many votes. Several, such as the Crystal Cathedral, a steel and glass church, were greeted with disbelief: Why would we even show such a building? The most votes were awarded to a picture of a barn. The most voted for the pastoral portions of the Oregon campus. Many people who worked on campus had moved from dense urban areas to Eugene, and had little relish for doubling the density of the science quadrant.

The picture of a building that was given the most votes was of the Central Beber, an insurance company office in Apeldoorn, Netherlands, by Hermann Hertzberger. The picture showed sunshine, large corner windows, trees and concrete block, and suggested there would be lots of sunshine inside. The building was not very tall or two or three stories. It had more shape than a simple, big box, possibly even some personality. The materials were ordinary and easy to understand; they seemed to have been placed by people, not machines. They looked durable, as though they would not break, and they looked as though a person could understand how to fix them even if they were to break. The building looked affordable rather than extravagant. It looked friendly.

Getting nearly as many votes was a picture of the Lane County Public Services Building in Eugene, designed by Unthank, Sedas, Potsich. Again, it was a friendly building. Public offices were arranged on a three-level, daylighted arcade, making them open and accessible. As with Central Beber, the picture showed plants, sunshine, simple materials and a low scale that a person would not feel dwarfed by. It looked well built, neither extravagant nor cheap.

The issues that emerged from these discussions centered on green space, daylight, human scale, down-to-earth materials that wear well (particularly in the rain) and friendliness — an elusive property. These discussions supported our own tendencies to view the green space and buildings as equally important, to introduce daylight almost everywhere (short of obvious exceptions such as photographic darkrooms), to make the built forms refer to the size of people, to use brick, tile, concrete and other locally available and inexpensive materials, and to place major importance on the in-between spaces that connect both people and buildings and make the campus as a whole more habitable.

Although ornamentation was not, in general, sought by faculty and staff, we were excited by the possibilities for ornamentation and embellishment inherent in brick, tile and concrete. Some of our favorite building ornamentation, such as the animal motifs on Harvard's Agassiz Museum, received very few votes in the Rorschach test, but we decided to keep the discussion alive. After all, the Rorschach test was never seen as a plebeian, but rather as the kindling for discussion.

As our designs developed we worked to make the visual connections among buildings seem strong without losing the character of individual buildings in the overall complex. Linked buildings became friends and cousins but never identical twins. Each new building nearly touched or connected to several existing structures. We could easily adopt the brick, tile and concrete to these different contexts, altering coloration and pattern. Also, we could mitigate the major increase in density that these buildings constituted by varying the patterns of brickwork. The new buildings would not only survive the rain intact, but look warmly welcoming in the rain.

As we introduced ornamentation into our drawings, many of the faculty, staff and students began to welcome and encourage it, although a few continued to favor the plain. Among our friends were critics who questioned our apparently traditional design. We were frequently asked why we did not
develop industrialized, shiny metal, glass and plastic buildings to express modern science. Certainly some cele-
brated contemporary laboratories fol-
low this esthetic. We had included this
option in our discussions. The results
had been clear.

Although there was some interest in
the buildings functioning as state-
ments about science and technology,
there was more interest in their being
habitable in the fullest sense for cam-
pus and scientific life. Science is a
human as well as a technical pursuit. 
Scientists are far too varied for there
to be any one simple answer to what a
science building should look like. Most
folks the actual scientific work would
express science and technology and
that the buildings’ representation of
science need not be direct and linear.

In-use Evaluation

Most articles on science buildings
focus on providing places for machines
and scientific processes. In making the
new science buildings at the University
of Oregon, we worked very hard to
identify and employ appropriate, safe
and adaptable technical solutions
throughout the buildings, while mak-
ing places that are friendly to the pur-
suit of science and to the needs of
other campus users.

Now that the buildings are built
and occupied, we are asking users to
tell us how we did. Did we do what we
set out to do? Was the original pro-
gram satisfied? Did we set out to do
the right thing? Would a different pro-
gram have made more sense in retro-
spect? What specific technical
problems and benefits have the build-
ings produced?

When we learn of a problem, we
want to help fix it and devise strategies
to avoid repeating that mistake.

Although we claim to be equally inter-
ested in problems and praise, it would
be dishonest to say that the complaints
were equally welcome. We have little
need to learn how to create problems
with architecture and engineering.

Ideas that work should form our repu-
toire, or pattern language.

The Core Users Group reports the
campus consists not only of more or
less the right number of rooms arrayed
in the correct proximity to each other
and the required taps and outlets, but
also of friendly spaces that support col-
laboration in science and tie the sci-
ence complex to the overall campus.
The scientists report the recruitment of
excellent young scientists to use the
new labs.

We do not expect them to answer
the question I posed initially: Does the
quality of place have much to do with
the quality of science? Making good
places for scientists is not only, or even
primarily, an architectural concern. Yet
architecture plays a part by making it
harder or easier to develop a commu-
nity of scientists.

Notes

1. Richard Feynman, Surely You’re
Joking, Mr. Feynman (New York:
WCN, Norton, 1988).
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